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"These poems move forward like a novel in verse with a real understanding of the differences between the
past and history. Or, as Johnson herself says in the opening poem, 'Each one is hungry for a voice & music to
re-bloom.' This is a poet the best readers will be reading for the rest of their lives."—Jericho Brown

A haunting collection of lyrically intense persona poems, Black Crow Dress is at once about the
emancipation of slaves in their myriad voices as well as a meditation on the self. The collection's lush
imagery takes us from churchyard to church, chanting the old spirituals, as Roxane Beth Johnson seeks to
embody the spirits of the dead: Clea, Caroline, and Zebedee.

From "Slave Ancestors Found Unburied in a Dream":

Each one is hungry for a voice & music to re-bloom

them alive in this room like water softens beans.

Leaning near, close to me they see my tooth & tongue

that test doneness, licks stamps & hums.

Their ear listens to what a hand might fiddle

if it had fingers.

Stare this way with eyes like smudges . . .

Roxane Beth Johnson's first book of poetry, Jublilee (Anhinga Press, 2006), won the 2005 Philip Levine
Prize for Poetry. She won an AWP Donald Hill Prize in Poetry and a Pushcart Prize in 2007 and has received
scholarships and fellowships from The MacDowell Colony, Cave Canem, The Bread Loaf Writers'
Conference, San Francisco Arts Commission, and Vermont Studio Center. She lives in San Francisco,
California.
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From reader reviews:

Linda Banks:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Black Crow Dress. Try to make book Black Crow Dress as
your pal. It means that it can to get your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make
you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , let me make new experience in addition to knowledge
with this book.

Denise Niemi:

What do you think about book? It is just for students because they're still students or the item for all people
in the world, the actual best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that query above. Every
person has distinct personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't need do that. You must know how great and also important the book Black Crow Dress. All type of
book is it possible to see on many sources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Dolores Mann:

Now a day people that Living in the era wherever everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each info they get. How people have to
be smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Studying a book
can help persons out of this uncertainty Information particularly this Black Crow Dress book since this book
offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt
in it you know.

Loretta Jones:

Don't be worry in case you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you could have it in
e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This specific Black Crow Dress can give you a lot of buddies
because by you considering this one book you have matter that they don't and make you more like an
interesting person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information
that probably your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than different make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? We should have Black Crow Dress.
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